
REPEATED FLARING FROM LOOP-LOOPINTERACTIONS. POHJOLAINENTuorla Observatory, V�ais�al�a Institute for Spae Physis and Astronomy,University of Turku, V�ais�al�antie 20, FIN-21500 Piikki�o, Finland; spo�astro.utu.�(Solar Physis - aepted Nov. 2002)Abstrat. A series of solar ares was observed near the same loation in NOAAative region 8996 on May 18{20, 2000. A detailed analysis of one of these aresis presented where the emitting strutures in soft and hard X-rays, EUV, H�, andradio at entimeter wavelengths are ompared. Hard X-rays and radio emission wereobserved at two separate loop footpoints, while soft X-rays and EUV emission wereobserved mainly above the nearby positive polarity region. The are was on�nedalthough the observed type III bursts at the time of the are maximum indiate thatsome �eld lines were open to the orona. No ux emergene was evident but movingmagneti features were observed around the sunspot region and within the positivepolarity (plage) region. We suggest that the aring was due to loop-loop interationsover the positive polarity region, where aelerated eletrons gained aess to thetwo separate loop systems. The repeated radio aring at the footpoint of one loopwas visible beause of the strong magneti �elds near the large sunspot region whileat the footpoint of the other loop the eletrons ould preipitate and emit in hardX-rays. The simultaneous emission and utuations in radio and X-rays { in twodi�erent loop ends { further support the idea of a single aeleration site at the loopintersetion. 1. IntrodutionHomologous ares are usually de�ned as members of a series that havethe same main footpoints (same loation) and that show similar (im-pulsive) time evolution in radio emission at entimeter and millimeterwavelengths. As radio emission at these wavelengths is mostly due toaelerated energeti partiles gyrating along the magneti �eld lines,a good orrelation with hard X-rays (same partile population) is nor-mally found. The presene of a large sunspot seems to be a neessaryondition for homologous aring, and the time interval between areshas been observed to vary from hours to a few days, see examples andsummaries in e.g. Martres (1989), Gaizauskas (1986), and Cliver andWefer (1981).The main question onerning repeated aring is whether it is dueto ontinual shearing and reonnetion of similar strutures { wheremaybe not all of the magneti free energy is released { or if it isdue to repeatedly emerging ux. The emerging ux senario in whih 2002 Kluwer Aademi Publishers. Printed in the Netherlands.
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2 POHJOLAINENTable I. Summary of ares in AR 8996 during May 18{20, 2000Flare Time of maximum Max. ux BATSE peak GOES Type IIIat 17 GHz 17 GHz /s/2000 m2 lass emissionA May 18, 2000 22:59:35 150 sfu 42417 C6.0 22:59{23:00B May 18, 2000 23:48:56 15 sfu 1466 C5.3C May 18, 2000 23:52:34 15 sfu 710 C5.0D May 19, 2000 00:39:16 25 sfu 2839 C8.0E May 20, 2000 01:06:27 80 sfu 19663 C7.5 01:06{01:07the preare onditions are reformed after eah are has gained moresupport reently (Ranns et al., 2000; Zhang and Wang, 2002; Sterlingand Moore, 2001; Howard and Svestka, 1981), although simulations ofontinuous shear-inreasing footpoint motions (Choe and Cheng, 2000)and analyses on the hanges in the are homology in onnetion withmagneti shear (Mahado, 1985) have been presented as well.A series of solar ares were observed to our in the same loationwithin a omplex magneti topology of AR 8996 during May 18{20,2000. The same loation (S21W11 on May 18, S20W25 on May 20),similar radio spetra, and temporal evolution in radio and in X-rayssuggest that the repeated aring ould be alled homologous. Due tothe sparsity of data on all of the �ve ares we will �rst give an overviewon all events in the series, and then onentrate in the analysis of one ofthe ares that had suÆient imaging data available. A possible senariofor the aring is then presented, based on the observations.2. InstrumentationThe analysis was done using EUV images from the EIT telesope(Delaboudini�ere et al., 1995) on board the Solar and Heliospheri Ob-servatory (SOHO), solar magnetograms from the SOHO MDI instru-ment (Sherrer et al., 1995), soft X-ray images from the Yohkoh SXT(Tsuneta et al., 1991), hard X-ray imaging from the Yohkoh HXT(Kosugi et al., 1991), H� images provided by the Spae EnvironmentCenter (SEC) at NOAA, and 17 and 34 GHz radio imaging data fromthe Nobeyama Radioheliograph (NoRH) (Nakajima et al., 1994).Full disk radio ux density at 1, 2, 3.75, 9.4, 17, and 35 GHz wereprovided by the Nobeyama polarimeters (NoRP) (Nakajima et al.,1985). The Hiraiso Radio Spetrograph (HiRAS) in Japan reords theradio ux at 25{2500 MHz. The Geostationary Operational Environ-
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REPEATED FLARING FROM LOOP INTERACTION 3mental Satellites (GOES) reorded the full Sun soft X-ray ux, andthe BATSE detetor on board the Compton Gamma Ray Observatory(Fishman et al., 1994) observed the ares in hard X-rays.The radio are loations were determined from the Nobeyama Ra-dioheliograph 17 GHz images. The spatial resolution at this frequenyis 10 arse and the temporal resolution 1 s. The Yohkoh SXT andSOHO EIT resolutions vary from 2.5 arse to 10 arse, depending onthe observing mode. 3. Flares A{EThe ares were �rst disovered in the daily ux urves of the NobeyamaRadioheliograph (NoRH) on May 18{20, 2000, see Figure 1. We pikedares originating from the same loation and that exeeded the 0.01unit orrelation level, whih indiates relatively large radio uxes in m-and mm-waves. We thus ended up with �ve ares (A{E). The GOESux urves show that the soft X-ray ux level remained relatively lowduring all of the �ve radio ares, between C5.0 and C8.0. The NGDCreports type III radio emission during ares A and E. The NOAA SECH� images show that the main sunspot region was surrounded by alarge number of dark �laments on May 18 but by May 20 many ofthem had disappeared. The positive polarity �eld ahead of the sunspotremained a bright plage region all this time. The are harateristisare summarized in Table I.EIT images are available at regular time intervals, and the imagesshow a omplex ative region with several loop systems that did nothange muh during the two days (Figure 2). The radio are positionsare superposed on the EIT 195 �A images in white ontours. The radioemission sites seem to be loated at one footpoint of the most promi-nent EUV loop (indiated with small arrows in Figure 2A), but in theanalysis we found no evidene of any ativity along this loop or near theother footpoint of this loop. The �laments seen in the H� images arealso visible as dark lanes in some of the EUV images. The loation of theradio ares was on the west (leading negative polarity) side of a largesunspot region ahead of whih was a narrow positive polarity region(see magnetograms in Figure 2). The �eld strengths at photospherilevel { as we annot measure it at the heights of the radio emission {near the sunspot were � �2300 G at maximum and 200{500 G in thepositive polarity �eld.Flares A and D ourred during Yohkoh satellite night time andmost of the time during ares B and C Yohkoh was pointed at anotherregion. This leaves only are E well overed in X-ray images. However,
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4 POHJOLAINEN
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Figure 1. Nobeyama 17 and 34 GHz orrelation plots (upper and lower urves,respetively) for the two observing days on 2000 May 18, 22:45 UT { 2000 May19, 06:50 UT and 2000 May 19, 22:45 UT { 2000 May 20, 06:50 UT. The times ofares A, B, C, D and E are marked on the plots. These were strong radio ares thatexeed the 0.01 orrelation level at the radioheliograph. (The are on 2000 May 19at 06:35 UT was not loated in the same region as the other ares.)the SXT images between May 18 and May 20 reveal several loops andloop systems that get bright at separate time intervals but have theirfootpoints in the same loations. Some of these are shown in Figure 3.The temporal evolution of the radio ux densities and BATSE hardX-ray ounts were similar. The radio and hard X-ray ares had 1{2minute durations and they showed utuations with timesales from 3to 22 seonds between the ux/ount rate peaks. The spetral turn-over
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REPEATED FLARING FROM LOOP INTERACTION 5
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E EFigure 2. Radio are loations for ares A-E: On the left are the NoRH 17 GHzradio burst loations (white ontours) plotted over the neareast EIT 195 �A images.On the right are the same (rotated, see Howard, Harvey, and Forgah, 1990) radioburst loations plotted over the nearest MDI magnetograms (only �eld strengthsfrom -200 G to 200 G are shown). The EIT 195 �A images all show a 300�300 arse�eld of view with rotation e�ets taken into aount and the magnetograms are115�100 arse submaps of the same region with rotated radio are loations. Thelarge EUV loop mentioned in the text is indiated with small arrows in the are Aimage.
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6 POHJOLAINEN

Figure 3. Yohkoh SXT images of the aring region during May 19 { May 20, 2000.Several loops and loop systems onneting the sunspot region (negative polarity)and the plage region (positive polarity) are visible in the images throughout thedays, as they brighten at separate time intervals. Two of the long onneting loopsare indiated by white dashed-line arrows. Some smaller loops, almost perpendiularto the long onneting loops, are indiated by white solid-line arrows.frequeny at radio wavelengths for all the ares was between 9.4 and 17GHz (determined from the NoRH and NoRP observations). The radioimages did not show any shift in the emission loations (within the10 arse spatial resolution). The NoRH ux densities and the CGROBATSE hard X-ray ount rates for ares A{D are presented in Figure4, and for are E in Figure 8.4. Flare E on May 20, 20004.1. Radio { soft X-raysThe GOES full disk soft X-ray ux urve for are E on May 20, 2000is presented in Figure 5. Unfortunately the �rst ux hanges ourredduring Yohkoh night time. Flare E was �rst seen in radio and hardX-rays at 01:06:00 UT, but the soft X-ray images show that the nearbypositive polarity region had already brightened well before that (areawith saturated pixels in Figure 6, due to long exposure time). Alsoin the last images before Yohkoh night time at 00:18 UT (Figures 6aand b) some overlying loop strutures are visible. The positive polarity
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REPEATED FLARING FROM LOOP INTERACTION 7
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Figure 4. Radio and hard X-ray ux urves for ares A, B, C, and D. The uxurves for are E are presented in Figure 7. The bursts have similar short 1-2minute durations, show utuations in the rising phase, and the radio and hardX-ray emission peaks show good temporal orrelation.ms-sol3.tex; 26/11/2002; 12:32; p.7



8 POHJOLAINEN
Flare E

o o o MDI image 
x x x x x xx x x EIT imagex x x xFigure 5. Summary of observations for are E: GOES soft X-ray ux urves for 19May, 2000 23:00 UT { 20 May, 2000 02:00 UT, with the times of the SOHO EIT('x') and MDI images ('o'). The Yohkoh satellite night times (hathed areas) andthe South Atlanti Anomaly intervals (dashed hathed areas) represent times whenno Yohkoh observations are available.region was onneted to the radio are loation by at least two distintloop strutures: In the SXT images the radio are site (indiated bya blak arrow in Figure 6) is in one end and the brightened positivepolarity region in the other. About 10 minutes after the radio are anextended bright region was visible in onnetion with the upper loop(Figures 6e and f).Figure 7 shows the SXT lighturves taken with the AlMg �lter forthe �ve di�erent regions marked in Figure 6d (Boxes 1{5). From theseit is evident that region 1 brightens at the time of the radio are andthen slowly deays, while pratially all the other regions ontinue tobrighten. Region 2 was already very bright when the radio are o-urred, indiating possible earlier aring in the positive polarity plageregion (in aordane with the GOES time plot). Similar ux urvesfor the NoRH 17 GHz radio emission inside the same regions werealso alulated. Most of the radio are ux originated from Box 1 (45sfu inrease in the region), although region 2 got brighter as well (0.4sfu inrease). The loations of the loops (regions 3 and 4) showed uxutuations similar to the main are site in region 1, but their intensitywas in the sale of 0.1 sfu whih was very near the noise level.
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REPEATED FLARING FROM LOOP INTERACTION 9
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Figure 6. Yohkoh SXT images of the aring region: (a) shows a large �eld of viewof the region at 00:18:21 UT just before Yohkoh entered satellite night time and theGOES ux started to rise, (b) is an enlargement of the previous 00:18:21 UT image,() is the �rst SXT image after satellite night time ended at 01:04:41 UT, withblak arrow pointing to the radio are loation (d) the SXT image during the risingphase of the are, at 01:06:07 UT shows the small loop-like struture that began toform inside Box 1, the bright plage area (Box 2), and the lower (Box 3) and upper(Box 4) onneting loops between these two regions, (e) and (f) showing the laterdevelopment of the aring region at 01:10:31 UT and 01:26:57 UT, respetively.4.2. Radio { hard X-raysThe 17 and 34 GHz radio ux started to rise around 01:06:04 UTand the impulsive phase lasted for less than one minute. The radiospetrum had a turn-over frequeny between 9.4 and 17 GHz, as in theother ares in the series. The 17 GHz radio ux density from the areregion and the BATSE hard X-rays had similar temporal evolution,with periodi 3{4 s utuations, see Figure 8. In addition, the NoRP 2GHz observations showed deimetri pulsations. The HiRAS spetralobservations reorded type III radio bursts at 50|1000 MHz around01:06{01:07 UT. These were also visible with the NoRP single frequenyobservations at 1 GHz.Flare E was the only event with high enough ount rates in thelowest Yohkoh HXT energy hannel (14-23 keV) to allow onstrutionof images of the emitting region. The HXT images at the times of ountrate peaks show that the hard X-ray emission sites were shifted between
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10 POHJOLAINEN
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Figure 7. Top: Yohkoh SXT AlMg �lter light urves (DN/s) alulated for thedi�erent SXT regions (Boxes 1-5) shown in Figure 6. The radio are E was loatedin Box 1 at 01:06{01:07 UT for whih time period only one SXT AlMg image isavailable. Bottom: NoRP 9.4 GHz ux density urve (sfu) showing radio are E.
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REPEATED FLARING FROM LOOP INTERACTION 11the peaks. The HXT peaks at 01:06:13 and 01:06:23 UT appear to beloated further along the upper loop than at 01:06:11 and 01:06:19 UT,respetively, see Figure 8.Figure 9 (top image) shows the ative region in soft X-rays, togetherwith the hard X-ray and radio soure positions. The hard X-ray (HXT)emission soure is loated near the upper loop footpoint and the radioemission soure is loated east of it. In the soft X-ray images as wellas in the EIT 284 �A image at 01:06:00 UT there is at least one lessbright pixel visible in between the upper and lower loops { this 'gap' iseven more evident in the EIT 304 �A image at 01:18 UT after the are.We suggest that the radio and hard X-ray emission sites are not theopposite ends of a tiny loop but instead they are two separate footpointsof the longer loops that onnet to the nearby positive polarity plageregion { the footpoints simply lie so near to eah other that they arealmost unresolved. This interpretation has also e�ets for the observedHXT emission displaements: if the tiny loop-like struture is in realitytwo separate footpoints of the same polarity, hard X-rays from 'higheralong the tiny loop' should be 'deeper down from the footpoint area'.It is most unfortunate that we do not have any TRACE images of thisregion that might resolve the footpoint area better.4.3. Magneti onnetivity and evolutionWhen looking at the soft X-ray loop strutures superposed on theSOHO MDI magnetograms the loop onnetions beome more evident,see Figure 9 (bottom four images). In the �rst image the SXT ontoursshow the loops at the start of the are and the arrows point to theregions that brighten in the impulsive phase. The arrow pointing tothe negative polarity �eld is the loation of the radio emission site.In the next image (during the radio/hard X-ray are) the lower SXTloop has also brightened. In the third image (right after the impulsiveare phase) the two-loop struture is even more evident. In the last(post-are 'tail') image the upper loop expands towards the north.This evolution is also visible in Figure 6f.The two onneting loops that were shown in Figure 3 (white dashed-line arrows) interset above the lower part of the positive polarity �eld.The positive polarity footpoint of the upper loop is very near the inter-setion region and due to the enhaned loop top emission the positivepolarity footpoint emission is not well resolved. The magnetogramson�rm that the other set of footpoints (i.e., the radio-emitting andthe hard X-ray emitting) lie on the negative polarity �eld. The �eldstrengths however di�er: the radio emitting footpoint is approximatelyat �900 { �1300 G and the hard X-ray emitting footpoint at �100 {
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Figure 8. On top: Nobeyama radio ux at 17 and 34 GHz from the are site (a50�60 arse box around the are region) and BATSE 28{114 keV ounts duringare E. Flutuations are seen in the radio ux, orresponding to step-like inreasesin hard X-rays. Bottom: Hard X-ray soure positions at four di�erent times duringthe are, superposed on the soft X-ray images. The Yohkoh HXT soure positionsare shifted between the ount rate peaks, but all soures are loated near the end ofthe upper loop. The hard X-ray burst loations at 01:06:19 and 01:06:23 UT (timesindiated by arrows in the radio and hard X-ray urves) are shown in the bottomright image). ms-sol3.tex; 26/11/2002; 12:32; p.12



REPEATED FLARING FROM LOOP INTERACTION 13
HXT
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Figure 9. On top: Hard X-ray soure loation (white ontours) and radio areloation (blak ontours) superposed on the SXT image from the time of the ra-dio/hard X-ray are. Bottom: SXT strutures (white ontours) superposed on MDImagnetograms at four di�erent times: 01:06:07 UT (beginning of are), 01:06:39UT (during are), 01:09:27 UT (3 minutes after impulsive phase), 01:14:15 UT(post-are 'tail'). The arrows in the �rst image at the beginning of the are pointto the regions that brighten in the impulsive phase.
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14 POHJOLAINEN�350 G. The magneti �eld strength in the nearby positive polarityregion ranges between 230 and 590 G.The SOHO MDI magnetograms in Figure 10 were taken at 00:00UT and 01:36 UT on May 20, well before and after the are. The largetime gaps (the full disk magnetograms are taken every 96 minutes)and the fat that many of the magneti features are weak (MDI 1-�noise level is about 20 G) make the analysis diÆult, but mainly twothings are evident from the magnetograms taken on May 19{20: First,there is a ow of magneti ux from the sunspot region towards thepositive polarity �eld. The diretions of the ows are indiated by blakarrows in Figure 10. The ows inlude small traes of emerging positivepolarity ux in between the sunspot and the plage region. Seond, thereare positional shifts in the loations of the magneti ux elements insidethe positive polarity �eld. The two positive polarity areas indiated bywhite arrows in Figure 10 beome more separated in time, and it alsolooks like some of the positive polarity ux elements merge with eahother.A quantitative analysis of the magnetograms veri�es that the pre-are and post-are magneti �eld near the positive polarity loop foot-point region does not hange muh and both before and after the arethe box area A1 (Figure 10) ontains only positive magneti ux. Insidebox A2, whih is the lower part of the plage area and ontains someloop footpoints, there are both positive and negative ux elements butno signi�ant ux hanges are observed. The other box areas B1 andB2 show the development in the upper part of the positive polarityregion and the region in between the positive polarity and the negativepolarity sunspot region, respetively. Box B1 ontains mainly positivepolarity elements, and the three pixels that ontain low strength nega-tive polarity elements are all loated west of the plage region. The B2area is part of the magneti ux ow and emerging ux region aroundthe sunspot and also ontains only positive ux elements. The largeinrease in the B2 magneti �eld strength is aused by the ux owsthat reah the left side of the box area. One should note that small uxhanges and emerging ux ould be diluted by the MDI resolution andalso that the large time di�erene between the are and the next MDIimage ould give the �eld time to rearrange itself. The total unsignedmagneti uxes before and after the are in eah box are given in TableII. The �eld strength near the footpoint area at the negative polaritysunspot region remained high, although the �eld strength diminishedin some pixels (region within the white irle in Figure 10) in themagnetogram before the are. The drop was from -920 G to -740 G,and the �eld strength was again -990 G after the are.
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REPEATED FLARING FROM LOOP INTERACTION 15
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Figure 10. SOHO MDI magnetograms on 20 May 2000 at 00:00 UT (one hourbefore the are) and at 01:36 UT (half an hour after the are). Blak arrows showthe diretion of the magneti ux ow and white arrows point to the regions wherethe magneti ux elements showed movement (positional shift). The boxed regionsshow the areas for whih the magneti �eld was analysed in detail (see text).Table II. Pre-are and post-are magneti �eld on May 20, 2000. The MDI pixel sizeis 1.98 arse � 1.98 arse and the noise level about 20 G.Pre-are Post-are Field strength inreasetotal ux (Mx) total ux (Mx) in region (Gauss)Region A1 (77 pixels) 2.17 � 1022 2.21 � 1022 280Region A2 (77 pixels) 0.42 � 1022 0.43 � 1022 55Region B1 (77 pixels) 1.79 � 1022 1.82 � 1022 180Region B2 (42 pixels) 0.52 � 1022 0.60 � 1022 980
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16 POHJOLAINENIn order to trak the magneti �eld evolution around the positivepolarity region and to get an idea on the sale of the moving magnetifeatures a small area was seleted, indiated by the boxes in Figure11, and the total magneti �eld strength inside the box was alulatedduring 40 hours starting from May 18, 2000 19:12 UT. The total �eldstrength and the maximum �eld strength values show that some 10hours before are E the �eld inside the box area started to get strongerand also started to show higher maximum values. This was mainly dueto ux onentration (single pixels started to show higher values) andmoving magneti features entering the box from below. The total �eldhange before are E was from 8000 G to 9200 G.In summary the positive polarity plage region seems to be gettingstronger and gaining magneti ux while it also undergoes spatialhanges. The negative polarity sunspot region is losing some of therestored magneti energy and the area in between the plage and thesunspot is in onstant motion, with emerging and moving positivepolarity ux elements.5. Summary and disussionThe sequene of ares that ourred in the same loation within thetwo days were remarkably similar in temporal evolution and in spe-tral harateristis. One of the ares was analysed in detail. The areourred in the viinity of a large sunspot region, and the radio andhard X-ray emissions seemed to originate from two di�erent footpointloations, but both in the negative polarity �eld region. The footpointseparation was less than 20 arse (two times the radio resolution).The SXT and EIT images from May 18{20 showed two long-living loopswith positive polarity footpoints in the nearby plage region. These loopsseemed to interset above the lower parts of the positive polarity �eld.Some smaller, almost vertial loops were visible in some of the earlierimages but these did not onnet to the sunspot region (as shown inFigure 3).The analysis of the magnetograms before and after the are showedthat there was no evident ux emergene inside the positive polarityregion. The ux emergene and ows around the sunspot region seemedto end as they approahed the positive polarity (plage) region { Zirin(1983) has shown previously that plages as a whole do not move. Spa-tial movement of the ux elements and strengthening of the positivepolarity �eld within the plage region were observed in our ase.No ejeted material was visible in the images during the are. Thisould be due to the poor image adene in EUV and soft X-rays, but the
ms-sol3.tex; 26/11/2002; 12:32; p.16



REPEATED FLARING FROM LOOP INTERACTION 17
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Figure 11. Evaluation of the �eld strength hanges aused by the moving magnetielements: SOHO MDI magnetograms at 11:12 and 14:24 UT on May 19, 2000, withthe boxes that show the 6�6 pixel area from whih the total and maximummagneti�eld strength values (G) were alulated between May 18, 2000 19:12 UT and May20, 2000 11:12 UT. The box ontains mainly positive polarity ux. The MDI noiselevel is around 20 G. Arrows and letters indiate the times of ares A{E. NoRHobserving times are also marked. Note how the bright positive polarity ux elementsenter the box in the seond image.
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18 POHJOLAINENradio type III bursts observed around the time of the burst maximumindiate that some of the eletrons had gained aess to open �eld lines.In the absene of spatial information for the type III radio emission weannot on�rm the type III burst soure loation. Periodi utuationswere observed both in the radio emission and in the hard X-ray ountrates. No shift was observed in the radio emission loation, but some ofthe HXT ount rate peaks were loated at di�erent positions. No timedelays were observed between the radio and hard X-ray ux peaks.The emission mehanism for the hard X-ray soure is most likelythik-target bremmstrahlung, as the aelerated eletrons hit the denseloop footpoint area. The radio spetra for the radio emission soure istypial for a gyrosynhrotron soure with mildly energeti eletrons:the observed spetral turn-over frequeny was around 12 GHz, spetralindex �-1.0, and the burst duration was about 1 minute. Strong radioemission oming from one footpoint area with a muh higher magneti�eld strength than in the other footpoint is aeptable, as gyrosyn-hrotron emission is sensitive mainly to the magneti �eld strengthand the viewing angle.The proposed senario in this ase would be that eletrons wereaelerated somewhere along the two loops and the ones streamingtowards the radio-emitting footpoint were mirrored bak in the strongmagneti �eld emitting gyrosynhrotron radiation on the way (but nohard X-rays), but at the other footpoint with weaker magneti �eldmost of the eletron population was lost as they hit the dense atmo-sphere (and emitted in hard X-rays but not in radio). Strong mirroringrequires strong magneti �elds and the footpoint area near the sunspot(�1300 { �900 G) would be suÆient. In addition, if we assume theenergy range of the aelerated eletrons to be the same in both loopsthe 70 sfu radio emission at 17 GHz near 900 G magneti �eld wouldbring only 1.5 sfu ux density near a 250 G �eld (emissivity is propor-tional to B3). Exat alulations are diÆult as we do not know themagneti �eld strengths at oronal altitudes where radio emission mostlikely originates.The above-mentioned �ndings support a model in whih the twolong-lived loops interat above the positive polarity �eld. A shematidrawing of a possible loop-loop interation that ould explain the ob-servations is presented in Figure 12. The drawing presents only someof the loops and one should bear in mind that in reality these are om-pliated loop systems that ontain bundles of loops. However, the EITand SXT images show how almost all the �eld lines onnet from thenegative polarity sunspot region to some part of the positive polarityplage region, although in many of the images it is impossible to saywhih loop overlies whih.
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Figure 12. Shemati drawing of a possible loop-loop interation that would resultin a similar are loop on�guration that was observed on May 20, 2000 at 01:06UT. Plus and minus signs indiate the magneti �eld polarity and the hathed areasrepresent bright loop tops. Earlier interation with the small loop (dotted line) isthought to be responsible for the upper loop brightening that leads to interationwith the lower loop.The most probable aeleration site for the eletrons observed duringthe impulsive part of the are would therefore be the loop intersetionin the plage region whih was already bright in soft X-rays before theimpulsive are started. This early SXT brightening is loop top emissionin the 'upper' loop that ould be due to earlier interation with thesmaller vertial loop (during Yohkoh night time). Traes of this smallloop (shown as dotted line in Figure 12) were seen in the SXT imagesbefore the are (e.g., in Figure 3), but it seems evident this loop did nottake part in the impulsive are phase as it's footpoints did not showany brightenings. The ause for this '�rst interation' between the smallloop and the long-living upper loop ould be the spatial shifts in thepositive polarity ux elements. Some evidene for this was shown inFigure 11, as the magneti �eld strength inside the box, around thesmall loop footpoint area, inreased by � 1000 G before are E.The SXT lighturves for the di�erent footpoint regions and thelong-living loops revealed that they all brightened during the are.The simultaneous emission and utuations in radio and X-rays { attwo di�erent loop footpoints { further support the idea of a singleaeleration site that supplies high energy eletrons to both of the twoonneting loops. The later 'thermal tail' emission omes mainly fromthe upper loop that had hanged positive polarity footpoints with thelower loop in reonnetion, and is then �lling up in hot and denseplasma (as shown in Figure 6f).
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20 POHJOLAINENThe observed utuations in the radio emission ould be explainedeither by utuations in the number of partiles in the aelerationproess or by transverse osillations of the are loop at the Alfv�enspeed, vA, (see example in, e.g., Pohjolainen et al., 1997). Numbervariations in the aeleration proess would mean ontinuous aelera-tion, and Alfv�eni osillations ould be due to upward motions of hotevaporated plasma. The similar time pro�les of the radio and hard X-ray emission, with no evident time delays, would suggest a ontinuousaeleration proess with eletrons streaming down both of the loops.This would mean that similar partile populations would have to beinjeted simultaneously to the two loops (i.e., these loops would haveto interat). At the other end of the loops in the plage region the lakof impulsive emission in radio and hard X-rays ould simply be maskedby the observed thermal emission oming from that region.Hene, was this repeated aring reated by stored magneti energythat was released by ontinual shearing motions or by repeatedly emerg-ing ux? In fat, the homology in this ase does not imply that onlyone mehanism is possible { the repeated aring was loated at thefootpoints of the two long-living loops situated at the outskirts of thestrong sunspot region and in priniple both mehanisms are possible atthe other end of the loops as long as the mehanism does not destroythese loops. In priniple, an emerging loop (bipolar region) near theplage area ould diretly ause the aring as in the senario presentedby Hanaoka (1997) and Heyvaerts, Priest, and Rust (1977), but thistype of loop-loop interation would then have to involve both of the pre-existing loops. In other words, beause of the single aeleration proessalong both of the loops the emerging loop would have to interat withboth of them simultaneously, whih would require speial onditionsthat would also be diÆult to repeat. No real evidene of emergingux near the loop ends was found. Instead, spatial shifts were observedin the positive polarity ux elements and a small loop was observedat earlier times at the same loation { a possible ause for the pre-are brightening of the upper loop. Flare models based on shear-drivenquadrupolar reonnetion have been reviewed by Ashwanden (1999)and this mehanism ould be applied for the pre-are brightening of theupper loop: the interating small loop had a positive polarity footpointin the region that was shown to undergo spatial hanges. Magnetireonnetion triggered by thermal instability (e.g., by the existene ofhot and ool loops after a are) has reently been suggested by Kliemet al. (2002), and in this ase both a hot (the brightened upper loop)and a ooler (lower extended loop) SXT loop did exist.As this omplex magneti region ontained at least two long-livingloops and there was also evidene of footpoint motions we suggest that
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